We present the first quantified measure of the rate of energy dissipated per unit volume by high frequency electromagnetic waves in the transition region of the Earth's collisionless bow shock using data from the THEMIS spacecraft. Every THEMIS shock crossing examined with available wave burst data showed both low frequency (<10 Hz) magnetosonic-whistler waves and high frequency ( 10 Hz) electromagnetic and electrostatic waves throughout the entire transition region and into the magnetosheath. The waves in both frequency ranges had large amplitudes, but the higher frequency waves, which are the focus of this study, showed larger contributions to both the Poynting flux and the energy dissipation rates. The higher frequency waves were identified as combinations of ion-acoustic waves, electron cyclotron drift instability driven waves, electrostatic solitary waves, and whistler mode waves. These waves were found to have: (1) amplitudes capable of exceeding δB ∼ 10 nT and δE ∼ 300 mV/m, though more typical values were δB ∼ 0.1-1.0 nT and δE ∼ 10-50 mV/m; (2) energy fluxes in excess of 2000 µW m −2 ; (3) resistivities > 9000 Ω m; and (4) energy dissipation rates > 3 µW m −3 . The dissipation rates were found to be in excess of four orders of magnitude greater than was necessary to explain the increase in entropy across the shocks. Thus, the waves need only be, at times, < 0.01% efficient to balance the nonlinear wave steepening that produces the shocks. Therefore, these results show for the first time that high frequency electromagnetic and electrostatic waves have the capacity to regulate the global structure of collisionless shocks.
Introduction
Shock waves, in their simplest form, are discontinuities that result from the balance between nonlinear wave steepening and energy loss. The energy loss must transform the incident bulk flow kinetic energy to some other form like random kinetic energy (i.e., heat). If this energy transformation is irreversible, then the process is said to have dissipated energy [Petschek , 1958; Fishman et al., 1960] . The distinction between reversible and irreversible is important because the initiation of a shock discontinuity from a nonlinearly steepened wave requires that the transformation be irreversible [Shu, 1992] . In a collision dominated media like the Earth's atmosphere, energy dissipation is accomplished through binary particle collisions. In a collisionless media like the solar wind, particle collisions occur too infrequently to significantly alter the incident bulk flow kinetic energy in the shock ramp. Yet, collisionless shock waves are known to be efficient mechanisms by which charged particles can be heated and/or accelerated. In addition, the basic theories for possible energy dissipation mechanisms in these shocks have remained relatively unchanged for over 40 years [e.g., Sagdeev , 1966; Coroniti , 1970; Tidman and Krall , 1971; Wu et al., 1984; Treumann, 2009] . However, the relative importance of each possible dissipation mechanism has not been quantified for low Mach number shocks.
The four possible mechanisms by which a collisionless shock could transfer energy are: wave dispersion [e.g., Mellott and Greenstadt, 1984; Krasnoselskikh et al., 2002; Sundkvist et al., 2012] , waveparticle interactions [e.g., Sagdeev , 1966; Gary, 1981] , particle reflection [e.g., Edmiston and Kennel , 1984; Kennel , 1987; Bale et al., 2005] , and macroscopic quasi-static field effects [e.g., Scudder et al., 1986a,b,c] . Theory predicts that the dominant type of energy dissipation depends strongly upon fast mode Mach number, M f , shock normal angle, θ Bn , and the ratio of particle to magnetic pressures called the plasma beta, β [e.g., Kennel et al., 1985] . At low M f , theory suggests that the dominant mechanisms are wave dispersion and/or wave-particle interactions [Kennel et al., 1985] . Above some critical Mach number, Mcr, the shock requires additional energy dissipation in the form of particle reflection to limit wave steepening [Edmiston and Kennel , 1984] . Numerous studies have argued that macroscopic quasi-static fields (the fourth mechanism) govern the dynamics of charged particles in low Mach number collisionless shock waves [e.g., Scudder et al., 1986c; Hull et al., 2000 Hull et al., , 2001 . Theory and observation support the first three mechanisms, but we believe that the fourth mechanism has been given too much importance due to low resolution observations. Recent studies have argued that quasi-static fields dominate over higher frequency waves [e.g., Dimmock et al., 2012; Mitchell et al., 2012] . However, previous observations of quasi-static electric fields were often under-sampled and/or the instrument saturated (e.g., Cluster saturates near ∼40 mV/m). The under-sampled electric fields often show a "spiky" signature that is assumed to be the quasi-static electric field called the cross-shock potential [e.g., Mozer and Sundkvist, 2013; Sundkvist and Mozer , 2013] . These low frequency electric field observations require a reference frame transformation to remove convective field effects. However, the observation of nonlinear (δB/B > 1) electromagnetic fluctuations near the ramps of collisionless shocks [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2012; Sundkvist and Mozer , 2013] and evidence of shock reformation/non-stationarity [e.g., Lobzin et al., 2007; Mazelle et al., 2010] raise doubts about the ability to remove convective field effects. Moreover, observations [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2007 show that higher frequency wave fields can be much larger ( 200 mV/m) than the quasi-static electric fields typically observed (∼few 10's of mV/m) [e.g., Dimmock et al., 2012; Mozer and Sundkvist, 2013] .
If the quasi-static electric fields govern the dynamics of charged particles across the shock, then, ignoring other mechanisms, the transition would be thermodynamically reversible. Of the four possible energy dissipation mechanisms in collisionless shocks, only wave-particle interactions can directly produce an irreversible change in energy. Recently, Parks et al. [2012] observed that the entropy flux density increases across the bow shock, which argues against a purely reversible transition. Previous studies that examined particle distributions in detail showed that the downstream distributions could not be explained by only assuming acceleration due to a quasi-static electric field across the shock ramp [e.g., Scudder et al., 1986c; Schwartz et al., 2011] . To account for the discrepancy, they invoked waveparticle interactions as a possible mechanism to explain the difference between their observations and their predictions. Note that the debate is not whether quasi-static electric fields exist within collisionless shock ramps, rather, the relative importance of these quasi-static fields versus the high frequency wave fields. However, no study has quantified the relative importance of wave-particle interactions (with respect to the other dissipation mechanisms) in the energy budget of collisionless shock waves.
Wave-particle interactions transfer energy between the electromagnetic fields (driven by instabilities) and charged particles, through effective collisions, with a net result that is analogous to an effective friction or drag force. These effective collisions can act to irreversibly reduce the relative drift between electrons and ions that give rise to the currents producing the magnetic ramp in collisionless shock waves [e.g., Sagdeev , 1966; Gary, 1981] . Recent observations [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2007 , 2012 , 2013a and Vlasov simulations using realistic mass ratios [e.g., Petkaki et al., 2006; Petkaki and Freeman, 2008; Lui , 2006, 2007] have indirectly supported this theory. Furthermore, recent PIC simulations have found that wave-particle interactions can modify the macroscopic structure of collisionless shock waves [e.g., Matsukiyo and Scholer , 2006; Riquelme and Spitkovsky, 2011; Comişel et al., 2011] . Therefore, a quantified estimate of the energy dissipation rate due to wave-particle interactions could help resolve the debate over the dominant energy dissipation mechanism in low Mach number collisionless shock waves.
In this paper we describe the first quantified estimates showing that wave-particle interactions can provide more than enough energy dissipation to explain the observed increase in the specific entropy density across collisionless shock waves. These results provide the first quantified observational evidence that the microphysics of collisionless shock waves can dominate their macroscopic behavior.
The paper is outlined as follows: Section 2 describes the data sets and methodology; Section 3 shows example bow shock crossings and low frequency waveforms; Section 3.3 discusses the high frequency wave types observed and their relevance; Section 4 presents our evidence for wave energy dissipation; and Section 5 discusses our conclusions.
We have included multiple appendices for supplemental material to provide the reader with more detailed discussions of our analysis techniques. The appendices are outlined as follows: Appendix A presents some of our analysis techniques; Appendix B.1 presents the high frequency waves observed by THEMIS and their relevance; Appendix B.2 presents a statistical summary of the wave amplitudes; Appendix B.3 presents example waveform captures from the Wind and STEREO spacecraft; Appendix C introduces and defines the reference frame transformations and coordinate basis rotations used in our analysis; Appendix D introduces our technique for estimating macroscopic energy dissipation rates; Appendix E.1 introduces our method for estimating the current density; Appendix E.2 provides justification for our assumptions when estimating the current density; Appendix F discusses how we estimate energy dissipation due to wave-particle interactions and its relation to macroscopic energy dissipation estimates; and Appendix G illustrates how we remove secondary ion populations from the ion velocity distributions.
Data Sets
In this section we first describe the relevant data sets used to examine the 8 bow shock crossings presented herein. We selected bow shock crossings based upon whether a single THEMIS spacecraft had both wave burst electromagnetic field data and particle burst velocity distributions during the shock transition. The details of our analysis techniques are presented in the appendices. Throughout this paper we use the following notation to distinguish observables measured at different cadences. We define any quantity observed at ≤128 sps as a quasi-static (DC-coupled) quantity, Qo, and any quantity observed at ∼8192 sps as a fluctuating (AC-coupled) quantity, δQ.
We utilized the THEMIS fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) [Auster et al., 2008] for quasi-static (DCcoupled) vector magnetic field measurements. The THEMIS FGM is capable of returning three quasistatic magnetic field components, B o,j , at up to 128 samples per second (sps) for short durations and nearly continuous measurements at 4 sps. The FGM results were used to define the ramp (transition) region of the shocks and for the Rankine-Hugoniot relation solutions (discussed below). The FGM data was also used for estimating the current density (see Appendices C and E).
Waveform burst captures were obtained from the Search Coil Magnetometer (SCM) Roux et al., 2008] and the Electric Field Instrument (EFI) [Bonnell et al., 2008; Cully et al., 2008] . The EFI(SCM) receiver returns three electric(magnetic) field components, δE j (δB j ) at a nominal sample rate of ∼16,384(∼8,192) sps, or a Nyquist frequency of ∼8,192(∼4,096) Hz. All of the wave burst data presented herein have a soft high-pass filter above ∼10 Hz because the EFI was sampling in an AC-coupled mode for every crossing. Even when in an AC-coupled mode, the data returned by the EFI can still be contaminated by spin-dependent photoelectron emissions and electrostatic wake effects [Bonnell et al., 2008] . Therefore, we removed any interval that showed remnant contamination by hand prior to further analysis.
The THEMIS electrostatic analyzers (ESA) [McFadden et al., 2008a,b] provide full 4π steradian particle velocity distribution functions for both electrons and ions ranging from a few eV to over 25 keV every spin period (∼3 s) in burst mode. The electron(ion) instrument is called EESA(IESA). The EESA burst velocity distributions contain 32 energy and 88 solid-angle bins. The IESA burst velocity distributions have similar energy/angular resolutions and cadence to EESA. The ESA particle velocity distribution functions will be used to calculate the following particle velocity moments: plasma number density, N i ; bulk flow velocity, V bulk ; average ion temperature, T i ; and average electron temperature, Te.
Particle velocity moments from each instrument will be used to calculate shock conservation relations (discussed below), reference frame transformations (see Appendix C.1), and coordinate basis rotations (see Appendix C.2). Removal of secondary ion species (see Appendix G) reflected from the shock, e.g., gyrating and/or gyrophase bunched ion distributions [e.g., Gurgiolo et al., 1981; Meziane et al., 1997] , is necessary in each event to approximate the velocity moments of the undisturbed upstream solar wind. We numerically solve the Rankine-Hugoniot relations [e.g., Vinas and Scudder , 1986; Koval and Szabo, 2008] for each bow shock crossing in Table 1 to estimate the shock normal vector (n), the shock normal velocity in the spacecraft frame (V shn ), the shock normal velocity in the shock rest frame (U shn ), the shock normal angle (θ Bn ), the fast mode Mach number (M f ), and the shock compression ratio (N i2 /N i1 ). We use these parameters to characterize the macroscopic properties of the shock (see
Appendices C and E).
The results of the Rankine-Hugoniot analysis can be seen in Table 1 . We have examined 8 THEMIS bow shock crossings, all of which were supercritical (for more details, see our analysis techniques and methodology in Appendix A). In this section we present examples of bow shock crossings and characteristic examples of the types of electromagnetic fluctuations observed.
We have examined 8 bow shock crossings with the THEMIS spacecraft. For every crossing, we have removed the secondary ion populations (see Appendix G) and electric field spikes due to photoelectron emissions and electrostatic wake effects. We filtered the electromagnetic fields above ∼10 Hz to remove DC-coupled quasi-static fluctuations from the EFI and SCM observations and convective electric fields from the EFI. A cursory comparison (not shown) between the electric fields observed at ∼128 sps and those at ∼8,192 sps show that the high frequency electric fields consistently dominate the low frequency components (δE Eo). Therefore, we did not focus on these lower frequency electric fields. Figure 1 shows an example bow shock crossing observed on 2009-09-26 by THEMIS-A. The top two panels show the |Bo| and its components in the normal incidence frame (NIF) coordinate basis (NCB, see Appendix C for definition) observed by the FGM at ∼4 sps. The next four panels show particle velocity moments for the ions and electrons. We removed secondary ions (see Appendix G) due to shock reflection from the upstream velocity distributions prior to calculating the ion moments in Figure 1 . The change in particle velocity moments in Figure 1 reflect the supercritical nature of this shock (see Tables 1 and 2 ). One can see that the shock causes significant plasma compression (i.e., N i2 /N i1 ∼ 4), strong ion heating (T i2 /T i1 > 6), and strong electron heating (T e2 /T e1 3).
Overview and Examples
The structure of this bow shock is consistent with previous observations of supercritical bow shocks. The large variability observed in |Bo| and Bo could be explained by sudden expansions and contractions of the bow shock or non-stationary shock reformation [e.g., Krasnoselskikh et al., 2002; Lobzin et al., 2007] . The large fluctuations in Bo correlate with significant deflections in V bulk and changes in N i . The details of the large fluctuations in Bo are discussed further below.
Notice that the increase in T i is slightly delayed with respect to Te. This is partly due to our use of only the core in determining T i (see Appendix G) and partly a real phenomena. The flow is deflected and the electrons begin to thermalize before T i shows any significant change. Therefore, the bulk flow reduction appears to be compensated by reflected ions and electron heating. The two phenomena are not unrelated and will be discussed in greater detail later.
The gray shaded region in Figure 1 shows the time range for Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows ∼45 s of higher time resolution (∼128 sps) magnetic field data observed by the FGM instrument. The tick marks below the plot show the universal time (UT), radial distance from center of Earth (R E ), and the distance from center of shock ramp (∼15:53:10.080 UT) in three units: upstream average ion inertial lengths ( c/ωpe up), convected ion gyroradii (ρconv = U shn / Ω ci down ), and km.
Notice that the amplitudes of both |Bo| and its components are larger than observed by the FGM at ∼4 sps shown in Figure 1 . The comparison illustrates that the largest amplitude fluctuations are not well resolved in the ∼4 sps FGM data shown in Figure 1 . The fluctuations in Figure 2 , which occur on spatial scales much smaller than ion scales, illustrate the highly dynamic nature of the supercritical bow shock and are commonly observed in the bow shock crossings with high time resolution magnetometers. Many of these magnetic pulsations have δB/Bo 4 and their gradient scale lengths along the shock normal vector are on electron scales. These electromagnetic fluctuations are identified as magnetosonicwhistler mode waves.
Bow Shock Crossing Magnetosonic-Whistlers Nearly all of the bow shock crossings examined herein show large amplitude compressive magnetic fluctuations upstream of the shock ramp consistent with magnetosonic-whistler precursors [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2009, and references therein] . These fluctuations show enhanced power for f ci < fsc f lh , where fsc is the spacecraft frame frequency. They are right-hand polarized (with respect to Bo) electromagnetic compressive fluctuations with magnetic fluctuations in phase with density fluctuations. Theory suggests that they are driven by dispersion [e.g., Kennel et al., 1985; Krasnoselskikh et al., 2002] and/or reflected ions [e.g., Wu et al., 1983; Riquelme and Spitkovsky, 2011; Comişel et al., 2011] . Observations have shown evidence to support both dispersion [e.g., Sundkvist et al., 2012] and instabilities [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2012] as the source of these waves. At highly oblique angles, these waves stochastically accelerate electrons parallel to Bo and heat ions perpendicular to Bo [e.g., Wu et al., 1983; Cairns and McMillan, 2005] , which has been supported by observations [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2012] .
Magnetosonic-whistlers are primarily observed with the FGM instrument because we filter the SCM data to ≥10 Hz to match the EFI data when AC-coupled. Figure 2 shows that these fluctuations can have amplitudes ∼2-4 times the upstream average field strength. Such large amplitude fluctuations raise doubts about the capacity for electrons to remain magnetized as they move through this region [e.g., Mozer and Sundkvist, 2013; Sundkvist and Mozer , 2013] . These fluctuations are rarely observed in the filtered SCM data shown herein and they are not the focus of this study.
The gray shaded region in Figure 2 shows the ∼3.3 s window for the time range in Figure 3 . Figure  3 shows examples of the electromagnetic fluctuations that are the focus of this paper. The top two panels show the |Bo| and its NCB components (see Appendix C for definition) observed by the FGM at ∼128 sps. The third and fourth panels shows δE and δB, respectively, in the spacecraft frame (SCF) of reference and in a field-aligned coordinates (FACs) basis (definition found in the inset box). Both are sampled at ∼8192 sps with a soft high-pass filter above ∼10 Hz. The fifth panel shows |δS| (see Appendix A for definition). The 6th panel shows two components of of the current density, jo, in NCB (see Appendix C for definition). The seventh panel shows the amount of ohmic dissipation, or (−jo · δE), at the δE time steps (red) with corresponding trend line (cyan). δE was transformed into the NIF and rotated into the NCB prior to projecting onto jo. We will discuss this figure in more detail below.
Separation of Frequencies
In this section we discuss the differences between the fluctuations in δB and δE and their dependence upon frequency. First we discuss the lower frequency magnetosonic-whistlers and then we will discuss the higher frequency electrostatic and electromagnetic modes that are the focus of this work. We discuss these two separate frequency and spatial scales within the context of their relative contributions to the energy dissipation due to the work done on the particles by the electromagnetic fields, (−j · E).
For magnetosonic-whistlers, the largest values of Eo and Bo occur with spacecraft frame frequencies (fsc) between the ion cyclotron (f ci ) and lower hybrid resonance (f lh ) frequencies or f ci < fsc f lh , which is ∼0.01-10 Hz for typical solar wind conditions. These fluctuations can be as large as Bo 30 nT and Eo 40 mV/m, but they are typically smaller with Bo ∼ 1-10 nT and Eo ∼ 5-20 mV/m. Magnetosonic-whistlers also typically have smaller So contributions than the higher frequency waves because they have much smaller electric fields, or Eo δE. Notice in Figure 3 that the energy dissipation due to the work done on the particles by the electromagnetic fields or (−jo · δE) has peak magnitudes near the sharpest gradients in Bo or the largest values of jo. These large jo are typically due to magnetosonic-whistlers and are typically dominated by frequencies 10 Hz. However, the contribution to |j · E| by magnetosonic-whistlers tends to be at least an order of magnitude smaller than the higher frequency waves (discussed below) due to their smaller δE. The peaks in (−jo · δE) near these large gradients are due to the higher frequency waves. Previous observations have shown that higher frequency electromagnetic [e.g., Hull et al., 2012; Wilson III et al., 2013a] and electrostatic [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2007] fluctuations occur simultaneously with large amplitude magnetosonic-whistler precursor waves. We also find from our THEMIS observations that these higher frequency fluctuations tend to occur simultaneously with large amplitude magnetosonic-whistlers.
The occurrence of higher frequency waves near the largest values of jo is consistent with the idea that current-driven instabilities are responsible for dissipating the necessary energy to regulate the nonlinear steepening of an electromagnetic wave [e.g., Sagdeev , 1966; Gary, 1981; Bale et al., 2005; Treumann, 2009] . Magnetosonic-whistlers are also capable of accelerating and reflecting particles when nonlinear and steepened [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2013b] . Therefore, we believe they provide an important source of free energy for the higher frequency waves (the focus of this study) and they can act as a conduit for energy/momentum exchange between fields and particles.
The data shown in Figure 3 are not unusual for bow shock crossings. Every bow shock crossing we have examined with available waveform data from Wind, STEREO, or THEMIS shows high frequency ( 10 Hz) large amplitude fluctuations in both δB and δE. These higher frequency waves are composed of two categories: (1) electromagnetic fluctuations; and (2) electrostatic (i.e., (k × δE) ∼ 0) fluctuations.
The high frequency waves dominated by electromagnetic components show peak values of δB between f lh and the electron cyclotron frequency, fce, or f lh fsc ≤ fce. These fluctuations can have large amplitudes with δB and δE up to ∼2 nT and ∼30 mV/m, respectively, but they typically have δB 0.5 nT and δE 10 mV/m. They can produce significant contributions to δS but their contributions to |jo · δE| tend to be small compared to the electrostatic fluctuations discussed below and they are observed less often. We also note that though these high frequency electromagnetic fluctuations can have large δB, they are always smaller than the lower frequency magnetosonic-whistlers. Thus, as one 
. The gray shaded region shows the timespan for the example whistler mode wave shown in Figure 6 . The magenta shaded region shows the timespan for the example electrostatic solitary waves shown in Figure 7. would expect, the magnetic field spectrum shows a decreasing trend with increasing frequency.
The electric fields, however, can show an inverted spectrum in the presence of high frequency electrostatic waves. Ignoring the high frequency electromagnetic fluctuations, there is typically a large frequency gap between the low frequency magnetosonic-whistlers and the higher frequency electrostatic waves. Their peak values of δE typically occur between the ion (f pi ) and electron plasma frequency (fpe), or f pi ≤ fsc fpe. These fluctuations have the largest contribution to δE and dominate the entire power spectrum. They can have amplitudes δE 300 mV/m, but they typically have δE ∼ 10-50 mV/m. These electrostatic fluctuations typically produce the largest contributions to δS and |jo · δE| because of their incredibly large δE.
We discuss both the high frequency electromagnetic and electric fluctuations in more detail in Section 3.3 and Appendix B.
High Frequency Waves
In this section, first we will introduce and discuss the various high frequency wave types observed. We leave the detailed examples and discussion of these high frequency waves to the appendices, which are outlined as follows: in Appendix B.1 we present some example waveforms observed by THEMIS and discuss their relevance; in Appendix B.2 we summarize the statistics of the wave properties for all high frequency waves observed by THEMIS; and finally in Appendix B.3 we show example waveforms observed by the Wind and STEREO spacecraft for comparison.
All of the bow shock crossings examined had large amplitude fluctuations in δB and δE. Nearly all of the bow shock crossings examined herein show any combination of the following electromagnetic and electrostatic fluctuations, in no particular order: (1) In Section 3.2, we discussed some properties of high frequency electromagnetic and electrostatic fluctuations. The high frequency electromagnetic waves are whistler mode waves. The high frequency electrostatic waves are composed of combinations of ECDI, IAWs, and trains of ESWs. As we previously discussed, the electrostatic fluctuations produce the largest contributions to δS and |jo · δE|. This is significant because theory predicts that these high frequency electrostatic waves can provide the dominant form of energy dissipation for collisionless shocks [e.g., Sagdeev , 1966; Coroniti , 1970; Tidman and Krall , 1971; Wu et al., 1984; Treumann, 2009] . In the following, we discuss recent simulation results that are consistent with our observations and conclusions.
ECDI, IAWs, and trains of ESWs (similar to those shown in Figures 5-7) are observed in nearly every bow shock crossing we have examined with not only THEMIS, but Wind [e.g., and STEREO [e.g., Breneman et al., 2011] as well (see Appendix B). The amplitude of these fluctuations range from ∼10's of mV/m to >300 mV/m. These modes are observed semi-continuously from the foot through the magnetosheath. This is in contrast with some simulations which only show waves near the front(upstream) edge of the foot or shock ramp [e.g., Matsukiyo and Scholer , 2006] . However, Muschietti and Lembège [2013] noted that because these simulations (and theirs) were performed in the electron rest frame, the waves were limited to the shock foot. If the effects of convection were included, they suggest that the waves could exist everywhere in the shock transition region, consistent with our observations.
The study by Muschietti and Lembège [2013] focused on the effects of the ECDI in a perpendicular shock. We have shown that the waves predominantly observed include the ECDI as well as IAWs and ESWs. While we observed ECDI in each crossing, the majority of the electrostatic waves were more consistent with IAWs and ESWs. Muschietti and Lembège [2013] ran an example simulation to compare the evolution of the ECDI and IAWs. They found that at late times in their simulations, the ECDI and IAWs had very similar power spectrums (ignoring the peaks due to the Bernstein modes in the ECDI). The only differences were in the wave polarization and their respective effects on the particle distributions. The IAWs in their simulation began to form electron phase space holes at later times.
The similarity in the power spectrums for the ECDI and IAWs found by Muschietti and Lembège [2013] should be expected since the ECDI is a series of electron Bernstein modes coupled to Doplershifted IAWs. However, it adds difficulty to the unique identification of each mode. Moreover, Muschietti and Lembège [2013] found that the higher harmonics damped out leaving only the fundamental after sufficient time. The result was a well defined peak near fce and a broad, weaker spectrum at higher frequencies. At this point, the ECDI power spectrum looks very similar to the IAW power spectrum. Thus, it is not surprising that we identify fluctuations consistent with both the ECDI and IAWs.
As previously shown, ESWs can either couple to, or directly cause, the growth of IAWs [e.g., Dyrud and Oppenheim, 2006] or whistler mode waves [e.g., Lu et al., 2008] . Both of these modes may also be indirectly driven unstable by the large amplitude magnetosonic-whistler waves observed throughout the transition region. The large magnetic fluctuations due magnetosonic-whistlers can produce strong localized currents that can excite current-driven instabilities like IAWs. Magnetosonic-whistlers can also compress the plasma to produce a temperature anisotropy instability that may explain the origin of the high frequency whistler mode waves. Therefore, our THEMIS, Wind, and STEREO observations of combinations of ECDI, ESWs, and IAWs throughout the entire shock transition region (from foot through the magnetosheath) are consistent with simulations [e.g., Muschietti and Lembège, 2013] and previous observations [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2007 , 2013a .
Energy Dissipation
In this section, we will show conclusive evidence that wave-particle interactions can provide enough energy dissipation to balance the nonlinear wave steepening producing the shock.
We have examined 8 bow shock crossings with the THEMIS spacecraft, where the shock parameters can be seen in Tables 1 and 2 . In every THEMIS event examined, we observed large amplitude electromagnetic and electrostatic fluctuations in and around the shock ramps, with the largest amplitudes found near the sharpest magnetic field gradients. The long duration of the THEMIS waveform captures compared to those observed by Wind and STEREO show that these fluctuations can remain enhanced for >10 seconds. Figures 8 and 9 support our conclusion that large amplitude electromagnetic fluctuations are an ubiquitous phenomena in the collisionless bow shock transition region. Previous studies [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2007] at interplanetary shocks came to a similar conclusion. We also note that the observation of these waves is not limited to quasi-perpendicular geometry, as seen in Table 1 and previously reported by Wilson III et al. [2007] . These results add to the mounting evidence that electromagnetic waves play an important role in the macroscopic redistribution of energy in collisionless shocks. Therefore, we decided to quantify the relative contribution of these electromagnetic waves in the global energy budget of the collisionless bow shock.
We performed this test by calculating the ratio of the dissipation rate of the waves to the dissipation rates necessary to explain the observed increase in entropy, which we defined asΨ ≡ (ρT)∆s/∆t. We calculated this ratio using two slightly different methods for reasons explained in Appendix F. The first ratio we defined as Y Ψ ≡ η iaw |jo| 2 /Ψ and the second as R Ψ ≡ |jo · δE|/Ψ. Physically, Y Ψ and R Ψ are ratios of the rate of work per unit volume done by the waves on the plasma to the rate of energy dissipation per unit volume necessary to produce the increase in entropy. Therefore, if either ratio is ≥ 1, then the magnitude of the rate of work per unit volume done on the particles by the fluctuating electric fields exceeds the dissipation rate necessary to produce the observed increase in entropy. Meaning, if either ratio is ≥ 1 then the waves can provide more than enough energy dissipation to explain the shock dynamics. Previous observations found a high relative occurrence of IAWs in the ramp regions of interplanetary collisionless shock waves [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2007] . Therefore, we used the IAW dispersion relation |δE . j|/(∆Ψ/∆t) [Observed, unitless] to give our estimate of η iaw for Y Ψ . The assumptions used to estimate jo are only valid near the shock ramp, so we only included wave bursts within roughly ±10 seconds of the center of the shock ramp. We linearly interpolated jo to the same time steps as δE prior to calculating Y Ψ and R Ψ . The details of and justifications for up-sampling jo are given in Appendix E. In every THEMIS bow shock crossing, we found >100 data points (on FGM time-steps) that satisfy R Ψ ≥ 1 and Y Ψ ≥ 1. Note that this reduces to roughly >50 data points for R Λ or Y Λ (see Appendix F for more details). The fact that every event has >100 individual time steps satisfying R Ψ (Y Ψ ) ≥ 1 implies that the waves can support the global dynamics of the shock structure for at least ∼0.8 seconds or scale lengths ranging from ∼10-50 km. One can see from Figure 3 that this scale length is much larger than the typical gradient scale lengths observed in Bo and/or jo. In addition, an examination of the DC-coupled electric field measurements (sampled at ∼128 sps) shows that their contribution to the wave energy dissipation, |jo · Eo|, was typically an order of magnitude lower than from the higher frequency AC-coupled measurements. Therefore, we argue that the waves have the capacity to dominate the global energy budget of collisionless shock waves.
The comparison between R Ψ and Y Ψ in Figure 4 shows that the our assumption δE ≈ ( ← → η iaw · jo) for Y Ψ is too small by up to four orders of magnitude. This agrees with a similar comparison found in Vlasov simulations [e.g., Petkaki et al., 2006; Petkaki and Freeman, 2008; Lui , 2006, 2007] , where the analytical estimates for η iaw were found to be up to 2-3 orders of magnitude too small. Even so, this plot shows that every shock crossing has multiple points with Y Ψ ≥ 1. Therefore, η iaw |jo| 2 can be used as a lower bound for an estimate of the wave energy dissipation rate in a collisionless shock.
Discussion
We present the first quantified measure of the energy dissipation rate, due to wave-particle interactions, in collisionless shocks. The work presented herein can be summarized by the following points:
1. Every bow shock crossing examined with available wave burst data from THEMIS showed large amplitude δE and δB high frequency ( 10 Hz) waves throughout the entire transition region and into the magnetosheath. These high frequency ( 10 Hz) wave amplitudes can exceed δB ∼ 10 nT and δE ∼ 300 mV/m, though they are typically observed at δB ∼ 0.1-1.0 nT and δE ∼ 10-50 mV/m. 2. The high frequency ( 10 Hz) waves were composed of multiple modes, identified as ion-acoustic waves (IAWs), electron cyclotron drift instability (ECDI), trains of electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs), and electromagnetic whistler mode waves. The low frequency (<10 Hz) observations were dominated by magnetosonic-whistler waves. 3. The high frequency ( 10 Hz) waves were found to have |δS| in excess of 2000 µW m −2 , though typical values were between ∼ 1-10 µW m −2 . They could produce resistivities η iaw > 9000 Ω m and energy dissipation rates |jo · δE| > 3 µW m −3 . 4. The cursory examination of Wind and STEREO bow shock crossings showed similar wave modes and comparable electric field amplitudes. Both spacecraft observe large amplitude (δE ≥ 100 mV/m) waves throughout the shock transition region and magnetosheath when ever wave burst data was available. Thus, we conclude that these large amplitude waves are ubiquitous throughout the entire shock transition region and the magnetosheath. 5. The low frequency (<10 Hz) magnetosonic-whistler waves were also an ubiquitous mode upstream of the shock ramps, but we did not focus on them. While their magnetic amplitudes can be very large (Bo > 30 nT), their contribution to the wave energy dissipation was typically an order of magnitude less than from the higher frequency modes, or |jo · Eo| |jo · δE|. 6. When we compared the wave energy dissipation rates, |jo · δE| and η iaw |jo| 2 , to the values necessary to produce the observed increase in entropy,Ψ (≡ ρT ∆s/∆t), we found that every event has a majority of data points where
wave dissipation rates can greatly exceed the dissipation rates necessary to balance the nonlinear steepening of the shock ramp. These results have the following implications:
(a) The waves can provide more than enough energy dissipation to produce the observed increase in entropy across the shock ramp. (b) Therefore, the waves can provide enough energy dissipation to balance the nonlinear wave steepening leading to the shock itself. (c) More importantly, this implies that the efficiency of the wave energy dissipation need only be 0.01% to regulate the global shock dynamics.
7. We performed an example calculation for the growth rates of the ECDI in every event to verify that the instability could reach sufficient amplitude before convecting into the downstream. Our estimates showed that the waves could saturate in much less time than is necessary for them to convect across the shock foot alone. Therefore, we can conclude that the waves can be driven by an instability upstream of the shock ramp and still provide sufficient energy dissipation before convecting downstream.
These observations are the first results that quantitatively show that wave-particle interactions have the capacity to control the global dynamics of collisionless shock waves. These results support recent observations [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2007 , 2012 and simulations [e.g., Matsukiyo and Scholer , 2006; Comişel et al., 2011; Muschietti and Lembège, 2013] that suggest microphysical processes can dominate the global structure of low Mach number collisionless shocks. Observations with R Ψ > 1 or Y Ψ > 1 are highly suggestive of the relative importance of waveparticle-driven energy dissipation. The physical significance of observing R Ψ ≥ 1 or Y Ψ ≥ 1 implies that the waves are capable of providing more energy dissipation than is necessary to produce the observed increase in entropy. This means that there is more work done by the wave electric fields on the particles in a unit volume than is necessary to balance the nonlinear wave steepening that leads to the shock formation. More importantly, this implies that the waves need not be 100% efficient when exchanging energy/moment with the particles to explain the observed increase in entropy. In fact, the data corresponding to R Ψ in Figure 4 show that the electromagnetic fluctuations need only be, at times, < 0.01% efficient to mediate the global shock transition.
We emphasize the efficiency of the wave dissipation because we observe two other energy loss mechanisms in many of these shock waves. For instance, all the THEMIS events satisfy M f /Mcr > 1 (i.e., supercritical), implying ion reflection, which we observe in the analyzed shocks. In addition, many of the THEMIS shock crossings observed have magnetosonic-whistler precursors, which can carry energy away from the shock ramp. Therefore, at least some of the incident bulk flow kinetic energy may be lost through mechanisms other than wave-particle interactions. Note that reflection is not, alone, an irreversible process. However, we have quantitatively shown that these high frequency waves have the capacity to be the dominant energy dissipation mechanism.
While particle reflection can be an energy loss mechanisms that collisionless shock waves use to balance nonlinear wave steepening, it cannot transform the incident bulk flow kinetic energy into thermal energy irreversibly through direct means. For instance, if the reflected ions drive an instability that then stochastically scatters incident particles, then they can indirectly transform energy irreversibly through the instability. As discussed in Section 3.3, we believe the observed high frequency waves are driven by unstable particle distributions. The most likely source of free energy for many of the observed modes is due to the relative drift between the reflected ions and incident electrons and/or ions.
We now discuss whether the dispersive radiation of a magnetosonic-whistler precursor wave, due to nonlinear wave steepening, is an irreversible process. The dispersive properties of magnetosonicwhistler waves result in the higher(smaller) frequency(wavelength) propagating faster than the lower frequencies. Therefore, the shock ramp can appear to be a train of compressive magnetosonic-whistler waves with the highest frequency waves observed the farthest from the shock ramp. One might think that the spatial spreading of frequency components is not directly irreversible. However, one does not expect a radiated wave to return to its source without external influences. In addition, if the radiated waves carry momentum/energy into the upstream (i.e., their group velocity exceeds the shock velocity), then they are directly removing momentum/energy from the shock. Thus, until the radiated waves interact with the upstream medium and impart their momentum/energy to the plasma, it is not immediately obvious that this process is directly irreversible.
If these waves are dispersively radiated and they carry energy away from the shock ramp, then they can indirectly transform energy (irreversibly) by either stochastically scattering particles directly or exciting waves that scatter the particles. In the latter case, their large magnetic fluctuations can produce strong localized currents that drive electrostatic instabilities (e.g., IAWs) or they can compress the plasma to produce temperature anisotropy instabilities (e.g., whistler mode waves). Previous observations have found that higher frequency electrostatic [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2007] and electromagnetic [e.g., Hull et al., 2012; Wilson III et al., 2013a] waves occur simultaneously with large amplitude magnetosonic-whistler waves. Note that previous studies have found that the magnetosonicwhistlers can be generated either by dispersion [e.g., Sundkvist et al., 2012] or instabilities [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2012] .
Quantified Energy Dissipation
Note that in both of these scenarios, particle reflection or dispersive radiation, the end state is an irreversible transformation of energy at a microscopic scale through wave-particle interactions. Whether the high frequency waves we observe throughout the transition region were driven by the free energy from the reflected ions or by the localized currents in the magnetosonic-whistlers is not the focus of this study. The over abundance of potential energy dissipation that these high frequency waves can produce is the most important result in our study. Theory and simulation have shown that the observed modes are capable of efficiently exchanging energy/momentum between particle species leading to an irreversible transformation of energy.
Therefore, we conclude that the observed wave modes have the capacity to dominate the global dynamics of collisionless shock waves.
Quantified Energy Dissipation Analysis Techniques

A Analysis Techniques
In this appendix we outline some of our analysis techniques. For events where the EFI was sampling at ∼16,384 sps while the SCM was sampling at ∼8,192 sps, we down-sampled the EFI to the SCM time steps, after calibration. Then these two fields, δE and δB, were used to estimate the Poynting flux, δS [= (δE×δB)/µo], in temporal and frequency space. δS was calculated after both δE and δB were filtered and after each was transformed or rotated into the desired reference frame or coordinate basis, respectively.
The frequency space estimate, |δS|, involves summing over the Fourier transformed time and frequency bins of δS to estimate the magnitude of the electromagnetic energy flux. We calculated |δS| through the following steps: (1) create a Hanning window with N f f t elements and multiply by δB i:k and δE i:k , i.e., where i and k are the first and last abscissa of any given N f f t -element increment; (2) calculate the Fourier transform (FFT) of these products, δẼ i:k and δB i:k , respectively; (3) calculate δP i:k = δẼ i:k × δB i:k * /(2µo) in frequency space; (4) calculate δSm 2 = k i |δP i:k | 2 ; and (5) finally, |δS| = δSm ∆f, where ∆f is the bandwidth for any given N f f t -element increment.
The purpose of calculating |δS| was to examine the upper bound on δS. This calculation decomposes the signal into frequency space before performing the cross-product, which ensures that matching frequency components were multiplied together. However, |δS| will return positive definite values even if δS is periodically varying.
Before moving on, we will explain the uncertainties shown in Table 1 . For each shock crossing, we selected a time range for the upstream and downstream regions with an equal number, N , of particle moment time-steps, t i . The time ranges were selected "by-eye" and were chosen by attempting to minimize changes in the particle velocity moments and magnetic field vectors to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. The Rankine-Hugoniot relations are numerically minimized for each input set of particle velocity moments and magnetic field vectors, Y ij , where i is the abscissa for the time-steps and j defines the plasma parameter (e.g., number density). The uncertainties for V shn and U shn depend upon N and tend to decrease with increasing N . Therefore the uncertainties for V shn and U shn are given by the standard deviation of the mean or σx/ √ N . The rest of the parameter uncertainties are given by the standard deviation or σx. 2.02 ± 0.04 1.00 ± 0.75 0.77 ± 0.58 0.71 ± 0.53 2011-10-24 [2nd Crossing] 1.75 ± 0.01 2.58 ± 1.48 1.99 ± 1.14 1.83 ± 1.05
We have examined 8 bow shock crossings so far. For each crossing, we calculated M f and then determined whether the shock was supercritical or not. The first critical Mach number, Mcr, determines the theoretical value of M f , above which, the shock can no longer dissipate sufficient energy using resistivity or dispersion alone [Edmiston and Kennel , 1984] . There are three whistler critical Mach numbers [Krasnoselskikh et al., 2002] and are defined as: Mw corresponds to the maximum Mach number at which a linear whistler can phase stand with respect to the shock front; Mgr is the maximum Mach number which would allow a whistler wave to carry energy into the upstream; and Mnw is the maximum Mach number for which a stationary shock front solution can be found, above which, the wave breaks. The Mach ratios can be seen in Table 2 .
The values shown in Table 2 were calculated using the Y ij inputs. We calculated each Mach number with associated standard deviations, giving us M k ± σ k . We then calculated the ratio of M f to each of the critical Mach numbers discussed above and used the standard technique for the propagation of uncertainties [i.e., δq/|q| = ((δx/x) 2 + ... + (δz/z) 2 ) 1/2 , where q = q(x,...,z)]. As one can see, every shock examined herein satisfies M f /Mcr > 1, and is therefore supercritical.
From Poynting's theorem (see Appendix F, Equation F.2), we can see that |j · E| (∼ |jo · δE|) is an energy sink/loss (see Appendix E for estimation of jo), called ohmic dissipation. Therefore, we will use this as our first estimate of wave energy dissipation. After some assumptions, we can rewrite this term as η iaw |jo| 2 , which will be our second estimate of energy dissipation. We use two methods to estimate the wave dissipation rate because each method relies upon assumptions and each method has advantages/disadvantages (see Appendix F).
The most important analysis in this paper is our quantitative comparison between the macroscopic and wave energy (microscopic) dissipation rates. To do this, we calculated the ratio of the wave energy dissipation rate to the energy dissipation rate necessary to produce the observed increase in specific entropy density per unit time, or (ρT)∆s/∆t (≡Ψ). These ratios, Y Ψ ≡ η iaw |jo| 2 /Ψ and R Ψ ≡ |jo · δE|/Ψ, were calculated to estimate the wave energy (microscopic) dissipation rate (see Equations F.4a and F.4b) relative to the macroscopic energy dissipation rate. Though we did examine the low frequency (≤10 Hz) fields, we found that they consistently showed Eo δE and |jo · Eo| |jo · δE|. Therefore, we have assumed that the ratios Y Ψ and R Ψ are dominated by the high frequency ( 10 Hz) waves that we focus on in this study.
B High Frequency Wave Observations B.1 THEMIS Waves: Examples
The first instability we will discuss involves the nonlinear electrostatic fluctuations. We will then discuss observations of ESWs, high frequency whistler mode waves, and finally ion-acoustic waves (IAWs). [Torrence and Compo, 1998 ] with the frequency on a logarithmic scale from ∼10-4000 Hz.
Hull et al. [2006] described these nonlinear fluctuations as electrostatic IAWs while Wilson III et al.
[2010] argued they were consistent with the electron cyclotron drift instability (ECDI) [e.g., Muschietti and Lembège, 2013] . The ECDI fluctuations are consistent with a mixture of Doppler shifted IAWs and electron cyclotron harmonics at integer and half-integer harmonics of fce. They are driven unstable by the relative drift between incident electrons and shock-reflected ions [e.g., Matsukiyo and Scholer , 2006; Muschietti and Lembège, 2013] . In this paper, we show evidence to support our hypothesis that these fluctuations are consistent with the ECDI. Figure 5 shows an example of an ECDI waveform observed by THEMIS-B near the bow shock ramp on 2009-07-13. The left-hand column shows the three electric field components in field-aligned coordinates (FACs) with corresponding amplitudes defined by the black arrows at the right-hand side of each panel. Each wavelet is shown on the same color-scale range defined by the color bar at the bottom of the right-hand column. Overlaid on the wavelets are color-coded lines showing integer and half-integer harmonics of fce.
The fluctuations have waveform and frequency spectrum characteristics similar to previous observations [e.g., Hull et al., 2006; . However, this wave shows properties consistent with the ECDI-driven waves described by , not simple Doppler shifted IAWs [e.g., see Figure 10 in . The shared properties include: (1) asymmetric oscillation of δE about a mean value [i.e., may imply a net potential drop]; (2) significant amplitudes perpendicular to Bo; (3) significant amplitudes parallel to the shock normal vector (not shown); and (4) power focused at integer and half-integer harmonics of fce.
ECDI-driven waves are important for shock physics because they are capable of resonantly interacting with the bulk of the ion distribution and preferentially heating the electrons perpendicular to Bo [Forslund et al., 1970 [Forslund et al., , 1972 Lampe et al., 1972] . More recent work has shown that the ECDI can produce a suprathermal tail on the ion distribution and strongly heat the electrons [Muschietti and Lembège, 2013] . This is accomplished through the following process: (1) the ECDI is excited at multiple harmonics of fce by removing bulk kinetic energy from the reflected ions; (2) these electrostatic fluctuations interact with the electrons and trap some of the reflected ions; (3) the wave amplitudes decrease, where higher harmonics experience more damping than lower harmonics; thus allowing (4) the waves to exchange energy and momentum between particle species irreversibly. Figure 3) . The format is similar to that of Figure 5 except that this shows three magnetic field components, the frequency ranges from ∼1-1000 Hz, and only f lh and fce are shown. Figure 6 shows an example of a typical high frequency (f lh f < fce) electromagnetic whistler mode wave. Previous observations of these modes found that they propagate at small angles relative to Bo [e.g., Hull et al., 2012; Wilson III et al., 2013a] , as illustrated by the relatively small ratios of δB /δB ⊥ in Figure 6 . The waves are often observed as short duration (∼few 10's to 100's of ms) bursty wave packets and can have large amplitudes (δB > few nT). The corresponding electric field amplitudes for this example ranged from ∼few mV/m up to ∼30 mV/m.
High frequency electromagnetic whistler mode waves are commonly observed in and around the ramp region [e.g., Hull et al., 2012] and downstream [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2013a] of collisionless shocks. The source of these modes is thought to be either an electron temperature anisotropy (T ⊥ /T > 1) instability [e.g., Kennel and Petscheck , 1966] or an electron heat flux instability [e.g., Gary et al., 1994] . These modes are important because they are thought to regulate the electron heat flux and electron halo temperature anisotropy in the solar wind. At shocks, these modes are important because they can efficiently exchange energy/momentum between electrons and ions and can couple to multiple wave modes [Dyrud and Oppenheim, 2006] . Therefore, whistler mode waves have multiple pathways to transform energy from electromagnetic to kinetic or vice versa. Note, however, that these modes are observed less often and their contribution to |jo · δE| is often much smaller (e.g., see Figure 3 ) than the electrostatic modes. This is not to say these modes are unimportant because previous studies have shown that they can have a significant influence on the halo energy electrons [e.g., Gary et al., 1994; Wilson III et al., 2013a] . Figure 7 shows an example of two large amplitude ESWs observed at the peak of the shock overshoot (see magenta region in Figure 3) . The low frequency ( 40 Hz) signal, on which the ESWs bipolar signatures are superposed, is most likely artificial and should be ignored. The fluctuations have waveform and frequency spectrum characteristics similar to previous observations of ESWs [e.g., Bale et al., 1998; Wilson III et al., 2007 . ESWs are often too short in duration for many electric field detectors to resolve. Even at ∼8,192 sps, these two examples are nearly under-sampled. The same fluctuations observed at ∼16,384 sps (not shown), by comparison, show smooth and continuous bipolar pulses in δE . ESWs can be driven unstable by electron beams [e.g., Cattell et al., 2005; Ergun et al., 1998; Franz et al., 2005] , modified two-stream instability (MTSI) [e.g., Matsukiyo and Scholer , 2006] , etc. ESWs are one of the more important modes because they can trap incident electrons [e.g., Dyrud and Oppenheim, 2006; Lu et al., 2008] , heat ions [e.g., Ergun et al., 1998] , and/or couple to (or directly cause) the growth of IAWs [e.g., Dyrud and Oppenheim, 2006] , whistler mode waves [Lu et al., 2008] , and/or electron acoustic waves [e.g., Matsukiyo and Scholer , 2006] . Thus, solitary waves can directly heat and/or scatter particles or they can indirectly cause these effects through the generation of, or coupling to, secondary waves. Because ESWs act like clumps of positive charge, they can efficiently scatter incident ions. Previous observations have shown that a train of ESWs can increase T ⊥,i by as much as the total initial thermal energy [Ergun et al., 1998 ].
B.2 THEMIS Waves: Properties
In this appendix we present a summary of our statistical analysis of the wave amplitudes to help illustrate that they are important, large, and their relevance to shock physics.
From our THEMIS bow shock crossings, we have 731140 data points up-sampled to the δE time stamps (justification given in Appendix E). From those data points, we found the statistics shown in Table 3 . The columns are defined in the following order: (1) parameter name and units; (2) minimum value; (3) maximum value; (4) mean or average value, X ; (5) standard deviation, σx; (6) standard deviation of the mean, σx/ √ N ; and (7) the number of points used, N. In Table 3 we use the following definitions for brevity: One can see that there are a wide range of wave amplitudes with high frequency (i.e., AC-coupled) electric and magnetic fields exceeding 250 mV/m and 10 nT, respectively. The magnetic fluctuations relative to an upstream averaged magnetic field magnitude, |Bo|/ |Bo| up (FGM) can easily exceed ∼ 10 and |δB|/ |Bo| up (SCM) can exceed ∼ 1. The peak values for |δS| and |δS| can exceed 2000 µW m −2 . These values are incredibly large, comparable to the energy fluxes needed to drive the terrestrial aurora [e.g., Angelopoulos et al., 2002; Wygant et al., 2000] and larger than the largest values observed for whistler mode waves in the radiation belts [e.g., see example in Wilson III et al., 2011] . Such large values illustrate the relative importance of these high frequency waves in collisionless shock dissipation.
To verify that these fluctuations can indeed result from instabilities, we will show example growth rate estimates for the ECDI [e.g., see Equation 8 in Muschietti and Lembège, 2013] . We need to confirm that the waves can grow to a sufficient amplitude in less time than is necessary to convect across the shock foot. The physically significant time scale is the lower hybrid resonance period, τ lh (= 2π/ω lh , where ω lh = (Ω ci Ωce) 1/2 ). The growth rate of the ECDI for large wavelengths is γmax ∼ (M i /me) 3/4 (α/8π) 1/4 Ω ci , where α is the ratio of ion beam to total ion density. Let us we define a convection scale length, Lconv ≡ Veτ lh (where Ve is the incident electron speed in the shock frame), and a scale length for the shock foot, L f ≡ U shn / Ω ci up. Then we can say that Lconv/L f < 1 means that the waves could grow to sufficient amplitudes before convecting across the shock foot. For the THEMIS events examined herein, we found 0.0007 Lconv/L f 0.14. Therefore, the waves should convect distances much less than the scale of the shock foot and thus should be observed at significant amplitudes throughout this region. As we discussed in Appendix B.1 and Appendix B.3, we observe large amplitude waves throughout the entire transition region, consistent with the simulation results of Muschietti and Lembège [2013] . In this appendix we show a few waveform capture examples observed by the Wind/WAVES [Bougeret et al., 1995] and STEREO S/WAVES [Bale et al., 2008; Bougeret et al., 2008] instruments. The examples are characteristic of the observations from both spacecraft for every bow shock crossing examined by either Wind or STEREO. Figure 8 shows a series of seven waveform captures, ∼17.1 ms in duration, observed by the spin-stabilized Wind spacecraft during a bow shock crossing on 1996-12-02. The electric fields are shown in instrument coordinates (nonrotating coordinates) sampled at ∼120,000 sps. By instrument coordinates we mean that δE x(y) corresponds to data only from the X(Y)-antenna, ∼100(15) m tip-to-tip, without being rotated into a spacecraft or physically significant coordinate basis. The purpose of showing the data in this manner prevents mixing of different noise levels from the different antenna since they have very different lengths.
B.3 Wind and STEREO Examples
The columns in Figure 8 show the following: (left) δEx; (middle) δEy; and (right) δEy vs. δEx with Bo projected onto the plane (green line). The hodograms are uniformly scaled with the same range as the Y-axis range in the two left columns. The black arrows in the left-hand column gives the relative scale of ∼200 mV/m for each waveform. The data are shown in instrument coordinates with associated hodograms in the right-most column. The hodograms show only the central 1/9th of the data. This is to aid the reader in comparing the polarization to the projection of Bo.
Waveforms A and B in Figure 8 are consistent with trains of ESWs [e.g., Bale et al., 1998 Bale et al., , 2002 ], waveform C is consistent with ECDI-driven waves [e.g., , and waveforms D and G are consistent with IAWs [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2007] . One can see that every wave shown here has δE 150 mV/m peak-to-peak. These types of waves were observed in the shock ramp and throughout the magnetosheath of every Wind event we examined. These large amplitude waves were observed in bow shock crossing when waveform capture data was available. The waves are consistent with those we observed with the THEMIS spacecraft. Figure 9 shows an example waveform capture, ∼16.4 ms in duration, sampled at ∼250,000 sps, observed by the STEREO-Ahead spacecraft during a bow shock crossing on 2006-11-17 . The data are shown in field-aligned coordinates (FACs), where the component directions are defined in the plot. The columns show, in the following order: (left) raw δE j ; (middle) corrected δE j ; and (right) δE j vs. δE i with the quasi-static magnetic field vector projected onto the plane (black line). The hodograms are uniformly scaled with the same range as the Y-axis range in the two left columns. One can see that the wave is polarized primarily along quasi-static magnetic field. These fluctuations are consistent with a train of ESWs. The typical waveforms observed by STEREO [e.g., Breneman et al., 2011] are similar to those observed by Wind and those observed by THEMIS. Again, in every bow shock crossing we examined with available waveform data, we observed waves with δE 150 mV/m peak-topeak.
Therefore, we conclude that large amplitude electrostatic waves are an ubiquitous phenomena in the Earth's collisionless bow shock. The observations by Wind and STEREO add to the evidence supplied by our THEMIS observations that high frequency waves play an important role in the global energy dissipation budget of medium Mach number (∼2-6) collisionless shocks.
C Normal Incidence Frame and Coordinate Basis C.1 Normal Incidence Frame
In this appendix, we will define our reference frame transformation into the Normal Incidence Frame (NIF) and coordinate basis rotations into the Normal incidence frame Coordinate Basis (NCB). We will present the transformations/rotations in a generalized manner, but for the purposes of this manuscript the measurements are in the SpaceCraft Frame (SCF) and GSE coordinate basis. We define the generalized basis as the Input Coordinate Basis (ICB).
We can define the velocity transformation from any arbitrary frame of reference (e.g. SCF) to the shock frame of reference (SHF) as:
wheren is the vector normal to the assumed planar shock front. For an experimentalist's purposes, V arb. → Vsw, where Vsw is the bulk flow velocity (e.g., solar wind velocity) in the SCF and ICB (e.g., GSE). Let us define V sh,n as the shock normal speed in the SCF, determined from the numerical Rankine-Hugoniot solution techniques [e.g., Vinas and Scudder , 1986; Koval and Szabo, 2008] . Therefore, we can define the upstream incident bulk flow velocity in the SHF, which is given by:
The transformation velocity from the SHF to the NIF is given by:
=n × (Vsw ×n) (C.3b) therefore, the upstream flow velocity in the NIF and the GSE basis is given by:
Since the change in velocity between any SHF the local SCF satisfies |β| ≡ |∆V|/c 1 for any shock within the heliosphere, the Lorentz transformations of the electric and magnetic fields [page 558 of Jackson, 1998 ] can be given by:
Thus, the frame transformation velocity, ∆V, between SCF and NIF is given by:
which allows us to show that the electric field in the NIF, E N IF , can be determined from the electric field observed in the SCF, E SCF , through the following:
It should be noted that this reference frame transformation, (∆V × B), is rarely more than a few mV/m in magnitude. For instance, for the 2009-09-26 event, |(∆V × B)| 2.5 mV/m. Thus, these convective frame-dependent electric fields are relatively insignificant compared to the large fluctuations due to the observed waves.
C.2 NIF Coordinate Basis
We can rotate into the Normal incidence frame Coordinate Basis (NCB) from the Input Coordinate Basis (ICB) by defining a rotation matrix, A [Scudder et al., 1986a] , given by:
wheren is the shock normal vector and β and ζ are given by:
where B 1(2) is the average upstream(downstream) magnetic field vector. If the vectorsn, β, and ζ start in the ICB (e.g., GSE), then one would expect that A acting onn, β, or ζ should give the corresponding NCB axis unit vector. Meaning, we expect the following to be true:
Thus, A should rotate any ICB vector into the NCB. If the coordinate vectors used to create A are not orthogonal, then the correct rotation tensor is given by R = (A T ) −1 , or the inverse transpose of A. The need to perform the inverse transpose of A arises from the non-orthogonal nature of the NIF basis. If the NIF were created from an orthogonal basis, then A would be an orthogonal matrix, which means A T = A −1 . For any invertible matrix, the following is true: (A T ) −1 = (A −1 ) T . Thus, an orthogonal NIF basis would imply R = (A T ) −1 = (A T ) T = A. In general, however, the NIF basis vectors are not orthogonal and thus R = A.
D Macroscopic Energy Dissipation
In this appendix, we will discuss how we quantify the energy dissipated by the shock on a macroscopic, fluid scale. These estimates are used as a proxy for the total amount of energy the shock needs to dissipate in order to produce the observed changes in entropy and/or enthalpy density. We can then compare the macroscopic dissipation rates to wave dissipation rates (see Appendix F). The comparison will allow us to determine whether electromagnetic waves can provide sufficient energy dissipation to mediate the shock transition.
Let us define ∆E as the change in internal energy not including the energy needed to displace its surroundings. Given that, we can write:
where ∆Q ≡ heat added to the system, ∆W mech ≡ mechanical work done on the system by the surroundings * , and ∆Wext ≡ work done by any external or imposed forces on the system (e.g., introduce a current to a circuit element). The work done to displace the surrounding medium is given by P∆V, where P is the scalar pressure (assume ∝ ρ γ ) and V is a volume element. We have used the definitions ρ ≡ scalar mass density and γ ≡ polytrope index or ratio of specific heats. We know the following:
and we know that ∆Q = T∆S (for a reversible process), where T ≡ scalar temperature and S ≡ scalar entropy. We can now rewrite Equation D.1 as:
where we now define ∆(E + PV) = ∆H ≡ enthalpy. Enthalpy is the total internal energy of a system. To move on, we first show that:
where m is the particle mass and Cs ≡ scalar speed of sound. Thus, we have:
Recall that our equation for enthalpy was given by: ∆H = T ∆S + V ∆P + ∆W ext (D.6) * this can actually be the converse, which simply results in a sign change so that if we multiply both sides by (ρ/m), then we have:
where we note that ∆h has units of energy per unit volume [e.g., J m −3 ] and can be referred to as the change in the specific enthalpy density. The change in specific entropy, ∆s, has the well known definition given by:
where the subscript 1 (2) 
which gives the rate of change of the total internal energy per unit volume per unit time [e.g., J m −3 s −1 or W m −3 ]. The third term in Equation D.9a defines the rate of work density done per unit time for adiabatic compression. We are concerned with quantifying the amount of energy transformed irreversibly, which relates to the term involving ∆s satisfying ∆s > 0.
E Current Density
In this appendix, we will discuss our estimates for spatial scales and current densities. We need the current density to estimate the wave dissipation rate due to the work done by the wave electric fields on the plasma per unit volume. The wave dissipation rate is compared to the macroscopic dissipation rate defined in Appendix D to determine if the waves can mediate the shock transition alone.
E.1 Implementation
We wish to estimate the current density, jo (= ∇×Bo/µo), which requires a spatial scale to substitute for ∇. We have already determined the shock normal speed in the spacecraft frame (SCF) of reference (V shn defined in Appendix C) from our Rankine-Hugoniot analysis. Therefore, we can use the sample period from the FGM instrument, ∆t, and V shn , using the "Taylor hypothesis," to calculate an associated spatial scale ∆Xn ≡ V shn ∆t. It is important to note that this assumption only works for relatively large spatial scales and it assumes that all fluctuations are being convected at the same speed. The high frequency waves we are interested in have spatial scales much too small to utilize multi-spacecraft observations. Therefore, we are limited to single-spacecraft observations and our assumption of the connection between temporal and spatial scales at low frequencies near the shock ramp.
We want to calculate jo in the Normal Incidence Frame (NIF) and the Normal incidence frame Coordinate Basis (NCB) [e.g., Scudder et al., 1986a] . In this basis, V shn , and thus ∆Xn, is along the
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Current Densitŷ x-component. We also know that ∇·Bo ≈n·Bo ≈ 0, wheren is the shock normal vector. Note that in the following calculations, we assume that jo is the total current density and in the NIF and NCB. Therefore, we can write:
and if we assume ∇·jo ≈n·jo ≈ 0, then we have:
which we can rewrite as:
We need jo to estimate an effective dissipation rate from Poynting's theorem. We wish to compare the possible dissipation rates due to electromagnetic waves, |jo · δE| ≈ η iaw |jo| 2 , to our macroscopic estimate from entropy production, (ρT)∆s/∆t. Since jo is on the same time step as the FGM, we first transform δE into the NIF and then rotate into the NCB. Then we up-sampled jo to match the time steps for δE prior to calculating the dot-product. We do this to examine the effect of the instantaneous electric fields, due to high frequency ( 10 Hz) waves, on the bulk of the plasma. The details of these dissipation rates are discussed in the Appendix F and the details of our assumptions for calculating |jo · δE| are in Appendix E.2. We need to determine the relative uncertainty associated with the assumptions we made to estimate jo. This will give us a way to evaluate whether our wave dissipation rates can be trusted because the we expect the uncertainty in δE to be small by comparison. We also know that the uncertainty in any given Bo observation will be relatively small (∼0.1 nT), therefore we can argue that the uncertainty in jo will be dominated by uncertainties in V shn .
To determine the relative impact of these uncertainties, we calculated ∆Xn using three variances of V shn , shown in the bottom two panels in Figure 10 . The three versions of ∆Xn were calculated from: (1) V shn − σv/ √ N (red lines); (2) V shn (green lines); and (3) V shn + σv/ √ N (blue lines). One can see, by examining the bottom two panels in Figure 10 , that the small deviations in j y(z) (red or blue lines) from the values used to create Figure 4 (green lines) would not cause significant changes to our estimates for |jo · δE| or η iaw |jo| 2 . This is because these two quantities are dominated by the very large fluctuations observed in δE (e.g., see Figures 5 -9 ). Therefore, we can safely argue that our estimates for |jo · δE| or η iaw |jo| 2 can be used as lower bounds for these dissipation rates and safely compared to (ρT)∆s/∆t.
E.2 Approximations
In this appendix, we will discuss our approximations in our calculation of the current density, j. We explain why we are able to use the high frequency electric fields with the low frequency magnetic fields to estimate an energy dissipation rate.
First, we define any quantity observed at ≤128 sps as a quasi-static quantity, Qo, and any quantity observed at ∼8192 sps as a fluctuating quantity, δQ (e.g., note that we have used the notation jo throughout, which we justify below). We then assume that:
and therefore,
where E is the measured electric field.
wave dissipation rate and then discuss the advantages and disadvantages for each. We estimate the wave dissipation rate in two ways to test the validity of the assumptions required to calculate each. Classical transport theory for an ionized gas was first developed by Spitzer and Härm [1953] . In this theory, Coulomb collisions between electrons and ions have an effect that is analogous to an effective friction or drag force resulting in heating. However, the solar wind and terrestrial bow shock are so tenuous that Coulomb collisions are negligible. To explain how a shock wave could form in a collisionless medium, Vedenov [1963] derived a term from quasi-linear theory that is analogous to Boltzmann's collision operator. Here electromagnetic waves create effective collisions between the wave fields and the particles. These effective collisions act to reduce the relative drift between electrons and ions that give rise to currents, thus the effect was originally called an anomalous resistivity. If these wave-particle interactions can increase the random kinetic energy (i.e., heat) of the incident particle populations, then they could transform the incident bulk kinetic energy into random kinetic energy irreversibly. The irreversible change is necessary to increase entropy and initiate the formation of a true shock wave.
Theory suggests that the most probable candidate in low Mach number quasi-perpendicular shocks is wave-particle interactions [e.g., Tidman and Krall , 1971; Treumann, 2009] , which has been indirectly supported in recent observations [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2007 , 2012 . Previous observations have shown that the ramp region of collisionless shocks are dominated by large amplitude ion-acoustic waves (IAWs) [e.g., Wilson III et al., 2007] . Muschietti and Lembège [2013] found that at late times in their simulation, the electron cyclotron drift instability (ECDI) and IAWs had very similar power spectrums (ignoring the peaks due to the Bernstein modes in the ECDI). The only differences were in the wave polarization and their respective effects on the particle distributions. The IAWs in their simulation began to form electron phase space holes at later times as well. In addition, the large currents in the shock ramp, responsible for the jump in Bo, are thought to be the main source of free energy for these waves.
Therefore, we will use the IAW solution for the effective collision frequency and corresponding resistivity, given by:
where |δE| is the fluctuating electric field amplitude of the wave, and ν iaw is the effective collision frequency. Here, η iaw represents an effective resistivity, but phenomenologically it arises from an effective drag force caused by |δE| that acts to locally reduce the relative drift between electrons and ions that produces jo. Meaning, these waves act to reduce the source of free energy -the relative drift -that drives them unstable. Note that Equation F.1a was derived under the assumption of a weakly turbulent plasma, which is not, in general, accurate. Recent wave observations [Wilson III et al., 2007 , 2012 show that wave amplitudes can be very nonlinear, and thus the above equations may underestimate the effects of wave-particle interactions. In additions, recent Vlasov simulations using realistic mass ratios [Petkaki et al., 2006; Petkaki and Freeman, 2008; Lui , 2006, 2007] have observed momentum transfers that are 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than predicted by Equation F.1b. Therefore, we will use our estimates of ν iaw as a lower bound for the effective resistivity due to wave-particle interactions.
Recall from Poynting's theorem that the time rate of change of the energy density of the electromagnetic fields † + the rate of electromagnetic energy flux flowing out of a surface ‡ = the energy lost due to momentum transfer between particles and fields § . In other words:
If we assume δE ≈ ( ← → η iaw · jo), then the energy lost can be expressed as:
where η iaw is the effective resistivity given by Equation F.1b. Note that δE and δB were transformed into the appropriate reference frame prior to the calculation of δS or either dissipation rate. We use two methods to estimate the energy dissipation rate due to wave-particle interactions because each has their own advantages and disadvantages. The assumptions are slightly different for each estimate and therefore, the resulting uncertainties are different. Some of the disadvantages of using η iaw |jo| 2 include, but are not limited to: (1) the calculation of ν iaw relies upon our assumption of a dispersion relation; (2) this estimate assumes E is parallel to jo; (3) this estimate assumes E ≈ ← → η iaw · jo; and (4) the calculation of ν iaw assumes that the fluctuations are quasi-linear which can result in underestimates for the true momentum exchange rates [e.g., Petkaki and Freeman, 2008] . Some of the disadvantages of using |jo · δE| include, but are not limited to: (1) more reliant upon the accuracy of coordinate basis rotations (e.g., from GSE to NCB); (2) only two components of jo can be estimated which may have more of an impact on |jo · δE| than η iaw |jo| 2 ; and (3) relies upon the accuracy of the E/|δE|. Correspondingly, each assumption has their respective advantages. Therefore, we use both methods as a way to test the validity of each. Let us consider Equation D.9a and assume ∆wext/∆t → (−jo · δE) ≈ η iaw |jo| 2 . The physical reason for this is that we are assuming that wave energy dissipation is causing the changes in the specific enthalpy per unit time per unit volume (∆h/∆t) through ohmic dissipation. Therefore, to quantify the relative impact of the wave energy dissipation rate, we define the following unitless ratios:
where we have used:Λ
We will use these ratios to quantify the relative amount of microscopic electromagnetic energy dissipation to the macroscopic fluid energy dissipation rates. Note that R Λ and Y Λ include adiabatic compression, which is a reversible process. Simple MHD theory suggests that a increase(decrease) in † This can also be treated as the rate of energy transfer per unit volume ‡ This can also be treated as the power flowing out of a volume through a defined surface § This can also be treated as the rate of work done per unit volume on the charges in the volume element Poynting flux should result in a decrease(increase) in kinetic energy flux, which we absorbed into ∆h. The addition of a resistive loss term can cause the change in Poynting flux to result in changes in kinetic energy flux and enthalpy flux [e.g., Birn et al., 2008] . Thus, there is nothing physically inconsistent with ∆h/∆t = 0. Note that if R Ψ = Y Ψ , then this implies that η iaw |jo| 2 = |jo · δE|.
If either R Λ or Y Λ are > 1 and (−jo · δE) is positive(negative), then ∆h/∆t >(<) 0. It is also possible that there are extra sink(source) terms we have not included in our approximation of ∆wext/∆t. However, ratios satisfying R Λ[Ψ] > 1 or Y Λ[Ψ] > 1 correspond to data points where the microscopic electromagnetic energy dissipation exceeds the amount of macroscopic fluid energy dissipation necessary to explain the changes in enthalpy[entropy] across the shock ramp. Therefore, we will focus on these ratios to show that high frequency electromagnetic waves play a significant role in the global energy budget of low Mach number collisionless shocks.
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Cumulative Figure  10 and the top two panels are the same. The third panel shows (−jo · δE) at the δE time steps (red) with corresponding trend line (cyan). The fourth panel shows the cumulative sum of (−jo · δE) at the δE time steps (red) and at jo time steps (green).
F.2 Asymmetric Fluctuations
In this appendix we present an illustrative example that shows there is a net change in (−jo · δE) across the high frequency waves of interest. Were this not the case, then the waves would not be able to impart momentum/energy to the particles, thus they could not produce a net work on the unit volume. Figure 11 shows the same time range as Figures 3 and 10 . The top two panels are the magnitude of Bo and its NCB components. The third panel is the same as the last panel of Figure 3 . The fourth panel shows the cumulative sum of (−jo · δE) at two different time steps. The green line was calculated by downsampling δE to the original Bo time stamps before calculating (−jo · δE) and then summing. The red line shows the result when jo is upsampled to the δE time steps before calculating (−jo · δE) (corresponding to red line in third panel).
The main point of this figure is to show that the high frequency waves that we focus on in this study can produce a net change in (−jo · δE). This means that the waves have lost electromagnetic energy to the particles, thus dissipating energy. Figure 11 shows that our main results presented in Figure 4 are reliable. Meaning, the time-average of (−jo · δE) across the waves is not zero so that we have not neglected the restoring effects by using |jo · δE|.
In addition, we examined the cumulative sum of δS to determine if the waves carried a net energy flux. The results (not shown) are similar to those found for (−jo · δE), namely, that the waves showed a net change in δS. Were these modes pure sinusoidal circularly polarized electromagnetic oscillations, the cumulative sum of δS would be zero.
G Removal of Secondary Ions
Onboard particle distribution moments (or moments calculated from telemetered particle distributions) can suffer from inaccuracies due to spacecraft charging [e.g., Génot and Schwartz , 2004; Geach et al., 2005; Davis et al., 2008] Figure 12 shows an outbound bow shock crossing observed by THEMIS-B on 2009-07-13. The shock ramp center was ∼08:59:46 UT and THEMIS-B was at a GSE position of ∼<+11.5, +1.0, -2.2> R E . Shock waves, by definition, result in an increase in N i , Bo, Te, and T i on the downstream(shocked) side of the transition region. The increase in temperature allows V bulk to decrease to a subsonic value. In Figure 12 we observed an increase in N i , Bo, and Te with corresponding decrease in V bulk , suggesting this was indeed a shock crossing. However, one can immediately see that the ions appear to be hotter (5th panel of Figure 12 ) on the upstream(unshocked) rather than the downstream(shocked) side. Therefore, the decrease in T i across the transition region coupled with our knowledge of potential secondary ion contamination (e.g., shock-reflected ions) led us to examine the ion velocity moments in greater detail.
It is well known that the terrestrial bow shock is capable of producing multiple populations of reflected ions [e.g., Bonifazi and Moreno, 1981a,b; Fuselier et al., 1986] . Therefore, we initially assumed that these secondary ions were responsible for some fraction of the error in the ion velocity moments. To test whether ion beams were contaminating the upstream ion velocity moments, we examined the entire ion velocity distribution functions in three different reference frames and three different projections. To do this, we converted our observations to phase(velocity) space densities, translated the data into the new reference frame, rotated the data into physically significant coordinate basis (discussed below), and projected the triangulated results onto the three planes comprising this new coordinate basis. Figure 13 shows contours of constant phase space density projected onto three planes (rows) and in three reference frames (first three columns). The first reference frame (first column) shown is the spacecraft frame. The second reference frame (second column) was defined by the level-2 average bulk flow velocity, V bulk . The third reference frame (third column) shows the distribution plotted in the ion core bulk flow rest frame. The physically significant coordinate basis we used was defined by the value used for V bulk and the observed quasi-static magnetic field, Bo (shaded planes in fourth column). These distributions do not assume gyrotropy.
This adjustment to V bulk that resulted in the third column was determined by plotting the distri-butions in a manner similar to that shown in Figure 13 and then iteratively changing our estimate for V bulk until the core of the distribution was centered on the origin in all three planes. We made this adjustment by starting in the second reference frame (second column) and adjusting V bulk until the peak of the distribution rested at the origin (third column of Figure 13 ). Then we found the difference between this reference frame and the level-2 estimate for V bulk to get our adjustment. It is important to note that when plotting particle velocity distributions in this manner that the reference frame and coordinate basis can strongly influence the results, as shown in Figure 13 . For instance, in the spacecraft frame of reference (first column), the secondary population is not obviously a field-aligned beam. However, in the core bulk flow rest frame (third column), the signature of a strong field-aligned beam is obvious. We observed this beam for several minutes upstream of this shock ramp. Figure 13 : An example THEMIS IESA Burst particle velocity distribution observed upstream of a bow shock crossing. The three columns of contour plots correspond to three different rest frames defined by V bulk at the top of each column. Each contour plot shows contours of constant phase space density (uniformly scaled from 1×10 −14 to 1×10 −8 s 3 cm −3 km −3 , where red is high) versus velocity projected onto three different planes defined by the shaded region in the coordinate axes shown in right-hand column. The velocity axes range from ±2500 km/s and the crosshairs show the location of the origin.
Some previous studies have plotted foreshock ion velocity distributions in the spacecraft frame, however Figure 13 provides an example of why this can lead to confusion or a misinterpretation of the results. Note that the plane of projection in Figure 13 is dependent upon the definition of V bulk . If the estimate for V bulk or the plane of projection is inaccurate, then the projected distribution can be misleading. For instance, when comparing the results for the first plane (top row), one can see that the core of the second projection looks far more anisotropic than the core in the third projection. If one examines the bottom row of distributions, one can see surprisingly different results between the first and third columns. The apparent discrepancies are a consequence of the plotting routines, not a characteristic of the distribution. For more examples of these types of plots, see Wilson III et al. [2009 , 2012 .
After adjusting V bulk , we created a mask to eliminate all secondary ion populations. We also removed ions within a small cone around the sun direction to reduce the effects of "UV contamination." An example can be observed in the third distribution of the top row as the intense, narrow beam-like feature in the third quadrant near ∼500 km/s. We only applied these masks to those distributions with well defined secondary ion populations. After removing the secondary ions, we re-calculated the particle velocity moments. Therefore, these re-calculated velocity moments will reflect only the core of the ion distribution function. We show an example comparison between the original level-2 velocity moments and the core only estimates in Figure 14 . The time range shown is the same as in Figure 12 . The red shaded region corresponds to the time range of the ion velocity distribution shown in Figure 13 . The results for T i and V bulk show dramatic differences, whereas N i shows only minor differences in the upstream. The most important observations are that T i now increases across the shock ramp and that |V bulk | shows differences of up to ∼30%. Not only did we observe large differences in |V bulk |, one can see that there are significant changes in the flow direction as well.
There is a large amplitude magnetic fluctuations observed near ∼09:02 UT, which causes a deflection of the core V bulk . We observed heating of the core ions and electrons near this structure as well. A comparison between the N i plots in Figure 14 shows that the secondary ions were enhanced near this structure. When we examined the ion distributions (e.g., see Figure 13 ) we observed enhanced field-aligned and gyrophase-bunched ions near these fluctuations, consistent with recent observations [Wilson III et al., 2013b] .
Upon examination of the results shown in Table 1 , one can see that a few events have N i2 /N i1 > 4. There are many possible explanations for this, including but not limited to: (1) N i1 does not include reflected particles; (2) the spacecraft velocity had a significant component along the shock plane; (3) time-variations due to single spacecraft observations; (4) inaccuracies in velocity moments due to V T i V bulk ; (5) etc. Note that events with N i2 /N i1 > 4 are only in violation of a time-stationary neutral fluid approximations. If, for instance, the bow shock were being increasingly compressed as the spacecraft passed through the downstream region, one might expect N i2 /N i1 > 4.
